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A linear Hamiltonian system Jy’ = (/ZA + B) y is considered on an open interval 
(a, b), where both a and b are singular. The system is assumed to be of limit point 
or limit circle type at the endpoints. A theory of boundary problems for such 
systems is developed. Explicit boundary conditions are given, resolvent operators 
constructed and unique solutions established. The results given extend to 
Hamiltonian systems a theory of singular boundary value problems due to M. H. 
Stone and K. Kodaira. 
We consider here a Hamiltonian system [ 1, p.y252; 3, p. 341 
Jy’ = [A4 (t) + B(t)] y + Af, --co<a<t<b<cn, (1.1) 
and its companion homogeneous equation 
JY’ = [U(t) + B(f)] Y, (1.2) 
where A(t) and B(t) are 2n x 212 complex Hermitian matrix functions locally 
integrable over (a, b) and A(t) is nonnegative definite. Here /1 is a complex 
number, y(r) and f(t) are 2n x 1 vector functions, and 
J= [I”, -(I, 
Z,z being the n x n identity. 
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Throughout this paper we will assume Atkinson’s “definiteness condition” 
[ 1, p. 2531 
fdy*(t)A(t)y(t)dt > 0, a<c<d<b, (1.3) 
for each nontrivial solution y of (1.2), where (*) denotes the complex 
conjugate transpose. 
To say that a vector function f is of “integrable square towards b” means 
that jif”:(t)A(t)f(t) dt < co, where a < e < b. We indicate this by writing 
f E L: (e, b). Similarly, “square integrable towards a” means jz f”Af < co 
and is symbolized by f E L:(a, e). To express convergence over the whole 
interval, 1’8 f*Af < co, we write fE L:(a, b). 
Given a complex number A, let N,(i) and N&) be the numbers of linearly 
independent solutions of (1.2) which are of integrable square towards x = a 
and x’ = 6, respectively. It is known [ 12, Theorem 3. l] that N,(1) and Nb(,4) 
are constant as functions of A in the half-planes Im@) > 0, Im@) < 0. 
Further, if for some real A,, N,(d,) = 212, then N,(d) = 2n for all complex b: 
if NJ&) = 2n for some nonreal 1, and A satisfies an additional mild 
restriction 112, Theorem 3. l] then N,(A) = 2n for all complex il. Similar 
remarks apply to N&). 
We will say that .Y = a is hit point if A’,(-i) = N,(i) = n. and limit circle 
if for some real &, N&J = 2n. Limit point and limit circle at x = b are 
defined similarly. Our main hypothesis is that each endpoint of (a, a) is 
either limit point or limit circle. Informally, this says that the operator 
induced by (1.2) has either minimal or maximal deficiency index at the given 
endpoint. 
Thus we have four possible cases to deal with. arising from the two 
deficiency index classifications .(limit point or limit circle) occurring at either 
endpoint x = a,. x = b. At a limit circle endpoint the results we give do not 
change if we allow (1.2) to be regular at that endpoint. 
The aim of this paper is to generalize to the setting af Hamiltonian 
systems (1.1 j the theory of boundary value problems developed by M. II. 
Stone [ 15 ] and K. Kodaira [ 111 for second-order scalar ordinary differentiai 
operators. Making use of an idea of Walker [ 171 we introduce certain 
20 X 2n matrix solutions Y, if x = a is limit circle and Y, if x = b is limit 
circle and lay on boundary conditions of the form 
lim [Y; ‘(x) Y(X)] Z = 0, 
x%7 trr, [m-4 Y(X?ll = 0, 
(1.4) 
where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer, respectively, to the first and second n x 1 
block components of the appropriate 211 x 1 vector in (1.4). At a limit point 
endpoint, no boundary condition will be needed. We show that the boundary 
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value problems induced by (1. l), with f E L: (a, b), and conditions (1.4) as 
needed, are well posed and we construct resolvent operators to obtain the 
unique solutions. The proofs of existence of the limits in (1.4) come in 
Section 2. 
The second-order scalar equation -(py’)’ + 91’ = 1~~7 + pf is one of the 
simplest instances of (1. 1 ), for it is equivalent to 
For this operator, (1.4) reduces to the familiar Wronskian boundary 
conditions of M. H. Stone [ 15, Chapter lo]. They were used to characterize 
all self-adjoint Hilbert space operators associated with the differential 
operator I(y) = - (pv’)’ + qj’ considered over (a, b). In [ 111, Kodaira 
computed the resolvent operator and spectral function for Stone’s operator 
by employing the Titchmarsh-Weyl m(Aj coefficient. More recently, Fulton 
[4] used Stone’s Wronskian condition to parameterize the set of m(/Z) coef- 
ficients associated with Z(y) at a limit circle endpoint. Fulton’s results have 
been extended to Hamiltonian systems in [9]. A. M. Krall [ 131 has recently 
employed the Wronskian conditions for computing the spectra of the two 
singular endpoint radial Hamiltonian operators Z(y) = -l,” - ct-‘, 
0 < t < co, which are limit circle at 0 and limit point at co. 
2. BOUNDARY MATRICES 
Fix a base point e, a < e < b. Suppose for the moment that (1.2) is limit 
circle at x = a. Fix a real number La and let Y,(x) be a 2rz x 2n fundamental 
matrix solution (linearly independent columns) of (1.2) for A= A,. We know 
that the matrix function Y,*(x)JY,(x) is constant, for one can show using 
(1.2) that its derivative vanishes identically. We will suppose that Y,(x) 
takes an intial value at x = e such that 
Y,* (x) JY, (x) = J, atx<b. (2-l), 
Now let y and f satisfy (1.1) where both y E Li(a, e) and f E L‘i(a, e). 
Following Walker [ 171 we first write (1.1) in the form 
Jy’=[/Z,A+B]y+(~--/1,)Ay+Af, 
whose equivalent integral equation form is 
Y(t) = Y,(t) KVo) Y(hl> 
+ Y,(t) J-’ s r cYs)A(s)[(~ -L)y(s> + f(s)1 h (2.2) to 
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where a < to < b. This follows from (2.1 j, and the fact that Y,(X) is a 
fundamental matrix. Applying Y;‘(t) to both sides of (2.2), we obtain 
Y,-‘(t) y(t) = Y,-!(to) y(t,) + J-’ 1’ Y,* A[(1 -/I,) y + f] d.s. (2.3) 
. f@ 
Now y and f are square integrable towards a, as are the columns of Y, since 
the limit circle case prevails at x = a. Thus the integral term (2.3) converges 
absolutely as t + a (and for no other value of N,(i) than 2n will this hold). 
Hence the limit Em,,, Y;‘(t) y(t) exists, as well as the limits of the 
first and second n x 1 block components lim,,, [Y;‘(J) y(t)], and 
lim,,, [Y,‘(x) y(x)]>. Using the second component, say? we will set as a 
boundary condition the requirement 
We illustrate how the factors in (2.4), may be computed. Partition Y, into 
IZ x 12 blocks by putting 
‘Y; J = -JYa * J, and by a straight- Now Y,*JY, = I implies Y; ’ = J- 
forward computation 
I~;‘= [JI ; I[ f$ ; 
It follows that 
yg’y= (&I~ - 4: 4;) 1 where y = y -(e”;r-&*jT) ’ 0 f, . (2.5) 
As mentioned earlier, $ = PJ” in the second-order scalar case of (I. 1). The 
components of (2.5) are just Wronskians in this case. and so we see rhat 
(2.4), , (f?: 2’ - 0: y)(a) = 0, reduces to the familiar left endpoint boundary 
condition of Stone [ 151 and Kodaira [ 111. By choosing Y, appropriately we 
can make (2.4), include the left-hand limit circle condition used by Krall in 
[ 131. Let YO(x, &) b e a fundamental matrix solution of (1.2) for a real ;1,, let 
A i and AZ be rz X n matrices which satisfy il ,A: + AIA” = I:, and 
A,AT =A2AT, and put 
505:50:3-IO 
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In the second-order scalar case it is permissible 
(with p = l), 
to take, in Krall’s notation 
and Ar=cosa, A, = sin a. Then 0, = I,U~~ cos a + v,. sin a and #, = 
-vzo sin a + vi,, cos a. Taking note of (2.5), (2.4), then becomes 
(0: ~7 - 19~ y’)(a) = 0, which is equivalent to Krall’s condition A( JJ) = 0. 
The right endpoint version of (2.4),(see (2.4), below) is similarly 
connected with [4]. 
If (1.2) is limit point at x = a no boundary condition will be needed there, 
as we shall see, nor at x = b if it is limit point. If x = b falls under limit 
circle we choose a fundamental matrix Y, solving (1.2) for 1 = A,, which is 
real, so that 
Y;(x)JY,(x) =J, a<x<b. (2.1 )b 
Arguing as above the appropriate limits may be shown to exist and we may 
set at x = b the condition 
lim [Y;‘(x) y(x)] I = 0, 
x-b 
(2.41, 
using the first component this time. The choice of components in (2.4), and 
(2.4), may be reversed. 
3. TITCHMARSH-WEYL M(L) FUNCTIONS 
Introduce a fundamental matrix Y(s, A) with base point x = e; i.e., Y(x, 1) 
is an invertible matrix solution of (1.2) such that Y(e, L) = Izn for all 1. We 
write 
If the endpoint x = b is limit point, we denote by mb(l) the 
Titchmarsh-Weyl coefficient corresponding to (3. l), that is, 
m,(iq = - tib #-I(x, n) e(.u, A), Im(1) f 0. (3.2)b 
We showed in [6] that the limit in (3.2), exists and defines an n X II 
matrix valued analytic function for Im@) # 0. The real pole structure of 
mb(L) is considered in [7,8]. 
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The limit point- hypothesis of [6] is that y*Jz = 0 whenever Jy’ = 
(~FI + B) y, Jz’ = (&I + B) z, and y, z E L:. However, this hypothesis may 
be replaced in [6] by the assumption 
iii (y * Jz)(xj = 0 (3.31, 
for all square integrable solutions y, z of (1.2) for L = LY and J = Rz, respec- 
tively, Im@,) # 0, Im(L,) # 0. One of the principal results of [IO] is that 
(3.3), is equivalent to there being exactly IZ linearly independent solutions of 
(1.2) which are square integrable towards b. Hence the results of (61 may be 
brought to bear in the present paper in a limit point situation. 
The function mb(L) is nonsingular for Im(ii) # 0 and satisfies 
{Im m,(/l)}{Imd) > 0, (3.41, 
m,(l)” = m,(n), wj, 
for Im(a) # 0, where Im WZ&) = (m,(L) - m,(A)*)/2i. Moreover, the 2n x tr 
matrix function vb(x, A) = 9(x, 1) + $(x, A) m&) satisfies 
vb(x, 1) E L: (e, b), P.61, 
which is to say its columns are square integrable, and the columns of 
vVb(x, L) form a basis of solutions of (1.2) which lie in L:(e, b). 
If x = a is limit point we may similarly define 
m,(A) = - Fz g-‘(x, A) 6(x, A), Im(/Z> f 0, (3.2), 
which again defines a nonsingular matrix analytic function with the property 
m,(;i)* = m&), Im(/l) f 0. (3.5), 
The existence of (3.2), comes under the assumption 
lim (y*Jz)(x) = 0, Y, z E c&,e), (3.31, x+a 
where y and z satisfy (1.2) for possibly different d’s, which holds here in a 
limit point situation by [lo]. Again, m,(n) picks out a basis of L,$(a, ej 
solutions to (1.2) in the form 
v&x, 1) = 0(-x, A) + 4(x, A) m,(A) E L:(a, e). (W, 
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Instead of (3.4),, Im m,(n) has the opposite sign. To see this, we require 
the identity 
(AZ-&)jdy*(t)A(f)z(t)df= [y*(t)Jz(t)];I;, 
c 
(3.7) 
where Jy’=[A,,A+B]y, Jz’=[d,A+B]z and a<c<d<b. This is a 
slight generalization of a formula of Atkinson [ 1, p. 2531. Putting y = z = \~r, 
into (3.7), and then setting c = a and d = e, we get 
in view of (3.3),. Now va(e, A) = (,,{,,,) by definition of Y = [e, $1. Then 
the right side of (3.8) becomes 
Therefore (3.8) implies 
i e ~$Aty~ = -1m m,()L)/Im@). ‘ll 
(3.9) 
Combining (1.3) with (3.9) gives 
{Im m,@>){Im~) < 0, ImA#O. (3.4), 
Putting (3.4)” and (3.4), together yields 
and it follows in particular that m&) - m,(A) is invertible for Im /z f 0. 
At a limit circle endpoint we will modify the definition of the pertinent m- 
coefficient, m, or mb, and follow the approach of 191. Let us say that x = b 
is limit circle. Take the block + from (3,l) and place it into (3.7) for y and z 
(which may have size 2n x k in general). We obtain a set of identities for the 
columns of $, namely, 
(A- j> lb +*A$ = (+* J+)(b) - ($* J4W -e 
= (+* J4)(b) - [O, 11 J[O, I] * 
= c+* J+)vJh ImjlfO. 
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The integra! converges because all solutions of (1.2) are square integrable 
towards b. Now Yc JYb = J is equivalent to Y$ ~ ’ JY, ’ = J. We substitute 
this into the above equation to obtain 
(~-X)i6O*Ab=(O*Y~-‘JYh’~)(b) 
-e 
= I(Yb’4)*JK14M4 
= [(Y;‘$) f(Y;‘b), - (Y;‘+)F(Y;‘+)2](bj, (3,ll j 
where the subscripts 1 and 2 again denote n x n block components. We 
claim that (Y;‘+)l(b) is invertible. Otherwise there would exist an n X 1 
vector c such that (Y;’ $r,(b) ~1 = 0. Multiplying (3.11) on the left by- 2’” 
and on the right by u, and noting (1.3) leads to 
which is untenable. In the same way we can show that (Y; 1+)2(bj, 
K3MO K?Wb), (Yb’Wb) are all invertible. Therefore, we may 
define in the limit circle case at b the following alternative nzb(A) function, 
q(l)=- ~~(Y~‘(x)g(x,Iz));~(Y~‘(~~)e(-~,~j)l, Im A # 0. (3.12), 
We use the same notation for rnb here as in (3.2),, and follow this 
convention throughout the paper. It is unambiguous if we agree that (3.2j, 
defines mb(d) in the limit point case while (3.1 2)b defines it in the limit circle 
case. 
It happens 191 that m,(A) as given by (3.12), may be expressed as the 
limit of a sequence of terms from (3.2),, m6(~j = -lim,,,: Q~‘(x,,, A) 
B(x,, A), but- the limit itself fails to exist in the limit circle case. Equation 
(3.12), reduces to Fulton’s parameterization of m,(L) in [4] for second-order 
scalar equations of limit circle type. 
The following result establishes the relation (3.5), when m,(A) is defined 
by (3.12),. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let m,(A) be given by (3.12), ; i.e., assume the limit circle 
case at b. Then m,(A) is invertible and (3.5), holds. 
Proof. Invertibility is a consequence of ml’ = -(Y;‘O);‘(Y;‘+jl(b). 
Let us define for e < d < b 
m&) = -(-Y; l(d) +(d, n)); ‘(Y;‘(d) 8(d, A)), . 
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Invertibility of (Y;‘I$), at x = d is proved using (3.11) in the same way as at 
x = b. Now (Y,-‘+),(d) may be computed just as in (2.5), and in fact 
(Y;‘(d) O(d, A>>, = q&d) #(d, 1) - @b*(d) &d, A). If we introduce 
B,(d) = t&V, 4A B,(d) = - @(d, 4,) and put (B4)G.t 1) = B,(d) #(d, A) + 
B2(d) &d, A) then m&) can be expressed as 
m&l) = -(B(d) - ‘(Be) (Be=B,e+B,O), 
where we will suppress the dependence on d and II to simplify notation. Let 
us also write gt9 for B, B(d, j) + B20(d, j) and similarly E$ = B,(d) q%(d, 1) f 
to B,(d) $(d, 1). Then the condition m,(j)* = m#) is equivalent 
[(~#)-‘(~0)]” = (B#)-‘(BB), which is the same as 
(B#)@)* = (B@(&iV*, (3. 
and we shall now prove this. 
To start with, we require the identity 
13) 
Y”(x, ;i)JY(x, A) = .I, a < x < b, (3.14) 
which can be proved by differentiation and using Y(e, A) = IZn. By (3.14) the 
inverse of Y(x, A) is computed to be 
[ 
$*<x, ;i)
y-1(xJ)= -g*(x,j) 
-g*(x, ii) 
(j*(x,J) * I 
Computing the upper right n x n block of the matrix Y Y-’ = I gives the 
identity 
8(x, A) 4*(x, ;i) = 4(x, 1) 8*(x, I), (3.15) 
and working out the other n x IZ blocks gives us 
B(x, A) $*(x, j) = qqx, A) B”(x, n), 
#tx, n) 8*(x, 1) = &x, n) 4*(x, 1) + I, 
#cx, n) 8*g, 1) = ep, 1) @yx, 1) -I. 
(3.16) 
The upper right IZ X FZ block of Y;’ Y, = I gives J:(d) #Jd) - 
@z(d) gb(d) = 0, or in other symbols 
BIB: = BIB;. (3.17) 
Now consider (3.13). Note that the conjugate term 1 occurs in the 
foregoing only in the transposed terms 4*(x, I), 0*(x, I), etc. To further 
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simplify notation we shall abbreviate 4*(x, jj to $*, 4(x, A) to 4, and so 
forth. Then the left side of (3.13) is 
(B,$ + BJ)(o*B:: + 8”B,*) 
= B,@“B; + B,q+B; + B,@*Bf + B,@*B;. 
Use (3.16) to replace the second and third terms in the above expression, so 
that the left side of (3.13) now is 
B,qWB: + B&*B:’ + B&*B; + B,@*B; + (B,B; -BIB,*) (3.18) 
and note that the last grouped term in (3.18) vanishes by (3.17). The right 
side of (3.13) expanded out is 
(B,B + B28)(4*B: t $*B:) 
which agrees with (3.18) because of (3.15). This completes the proof of 
(3.13), which is equivalent to m,(j)* = VZ&). Letting d--t b here results in 
the conclusion of the Lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let m,(l) be given by (3.12),. Then (3.4j, holds. 
Proof. The proof is similar to the one for (3.4), via (3.9). Define 
vb@, 4 = Y(x, Lj 
I 
( 1 mbtl> 
= 0(x, A j t +(x, 4 ~~(4, 
where we have used the same notation here as in (3.6j,. By (3.12),) 
K?vbl,(b) = iY;W,(b) + (Y;’ $I,@) n,(J) = 0. (3.19), 
This together with (3.7) and (2.1), gives 
= m,(A) - m,(l)* = Im m,(Aj(2i), 
Taking note of (1.3), the Lemma follows. 
If x = a is limit circle we can proceed as above and define the alternative 
limit circle m,(A) function by 
m&l)=- lim [Y,-1(~~)~(x.~)];1[Y~1(x)0(.~.~j]2r ImAfO, (3.12), 
x-a 
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using the second II x n block component this time. Let us also put 
~&, 2) = Y(x, A) 
( 1 
f 
%G> 
= qx, A> + 444 A) m,(A) 
(compare (3.6),) so that certainly 
It is easy to see that the analogues of Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 hold at the 
endpoint x=a; that is, m,(A) is invertible, and (3.4), and (3.5), hold with 
m, given by (3.12),. In particular we now see that (3.10) holds, hence 
m&) - m,(1) is invertible, in all four classes brought on by the limit point 
or limit circle classifications at x = LI or x = b. 
The following theorem summarizes the results of this section. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let q,(A) be defined by (3.2), if x = b is limit point and 
by (3.12), ifs = b is limit circle. Let m,(A) be deJined bq’ (3.2), if x = a is 
limit point and by (3.12), if x = a is limit circle. Let wb(x, A) = 
0(x, A) + +(x, A) mb@) and q~&x, A) = 0(x, I) + (b(x, A) m,(A). Then 
6) ma@> and -m&l) are in_vertibZe, (Im m&))(Im 2) > 0, 
(Im m,@))(Im 1) < 0, m,(A)* = m&l), m&)* = m#); 
(4 va E L;(a, e>, vb E L.k b), and in the limit circle case 
(y,-‘V’,>&) = (@!‘b)db) = 0; 
(iii) mb@) - m,(A) is invertible, and in fact (Im(m,(n) - 
m,@)>)(Im 1) > 0; 
(iv) mb(m, - mb)-im, = m&n, - mb)-lrnb. 
All parts have been verified above save (iv), which is trivial. 
4. THE RESOLVENT OPERATOR 
In harmony with [ 11, p. 9291 we define the Green’s function, for Im A # 0, 
to be the 2n X 2n matrix 
G(x, t, A) =vb(& ~>(m&> - mb(n)>-‘v% j), x > t, 
= v&, ~>(m,#) - mb(3L))-‘vi% ;i)3 x < t. (4.1) 
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If f E t;(Q, b), define 
@‘f)(x) = I; G(x, 1, /I) A(t) F(I) dt 
= \v*(x, l.)(m,(d) - m,(;l)) - ’ r” w;ll-(t, 2) A(t) f(t) dr 
‘Cl 
+ y,(x, k}(m,(lr) - mb(A))-’ i‘” ty,*(r. Si) A(t)f(r) dt. (4.2) 
3 
All integrals in (4.2) converge absolutely, even in the limit point cases, 
because of (3.6), and (3~5)~. 
At a limit circle endpoint both the kernel G, viewed as a function of X, and 
the resolvent (Ff)(x) satisfy the boundary conditions (2.4), and (2.4),. For 
if x = b is limit circle, we fix t in (4.1), apply the matrix Y;’ and appeal to 
(3.19), to obtain 
The component [Y;’ G], is the upper n X 2n block of the 2n X 2n matrix 
Y; r G. Similarly, if x = a is limit circle, 
lim [Y; ‘(x) G(x, t, L)] ? = 0. (4.3 L x+a 
As for .Z%, if x = b is limit circle then 
lj-“b IY,‘(xWf)(x)l, 
= (Y,lvb)(b)(nz, - ma)-’ j” v*Af+ (Y;‘vJ@){Oi = 0, (4,4), 
a 
where again we have used (3.19),. By analogous use of (3.19), we can show 
Fz [Y,- yx)(Ff)(x)] 2 = 0 (4.4?, 
when x = c1 is limit circle. 
LEMMA. 4.1. The function y = Ff satisjes ( 1.1). 
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ProoJ We write G in a different way from (4.1). If x > t we use (3.5), 
and calculate that 
w, 1) (ma-m,)-' (ma--m,)-'m, m,(m, - mb)-’ m,(m, - m,)-lm, 1 Y*(t, ;i) 
L 
@Y A> #(X? A> = 
B(x,A)&x,l) I[ (m,-mm,)-' (m,-mJ'm, mb(ma - m&' m,(m, - mJ'm, 1 x [ B”(t, j) d*(t, ;i) $*(t, 1) J*ct, n> 1 = v,(x, L>(m,(A> - l) -‘w,*(t, 2) = Gk t, A). (4.5) 
In the range x < t we get instead 
G(x, t, A) = Y(x, 31) 
(ma-m,)-' (ma-mm,)-'m, 
m,(m, - mb)-’ m,(m, - mb)-‘mb 1 Y*(t, I). (4.6) 
Consequently 
y(,x) = (R)(x) = Y(x, I) lx M, Y*(t, 1) A(t) f(t) dt 
a 
+ Y(x, I) jb M, Y*(t, n) A (t) f(t) dt, 
x 
where M, and M, are the matrices of (4.5) and (4.6), respectively, which 
involve m, and nzb. Since Y(x, A) is a matrix solution of (1.2), then 
Jy’ - [/I./I + B] y = JY(x, n)(M, - M,) Y*(x, ;2) A(x) f(x). (4.7) 
Now Theorem 3.l(iv) implies that M, - M2 = -J. Moreover, (3.14) implies 
JY(x, A) JY*(x, 1) = -I since J2 = -1. This says that the right side of (4.7) 
reduces to A(x) f(x), which completes the proof. 
LEMMA 4.2. The function y = .Ff is square integrable over (a, b); i.e., 
Y E L.Xa, b). 
ProoJ We give a modification of a proof in [6] pertaining to one 
singular endpoint. Another proof for one endpoint may be found in [ 121. The 
method we employ here is basically that of [5, Section 10.61. 
Let A,, = [s,, t,,], a < s, < e < t, < b, be an expanding sequence of 
intervals such that A,, --t (a, b), atld let 
f&) = f(t). LEA.3 
= 0, t&A,, 
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and 
If s, < x < t, then 
Y(*Y) -Y,(X) = Wb(X)( m, - q)-’ jsn WZAf + w,(x)(m, - qJ - l Jb W;Af, 
‘ci II 
and we conclude that lim,,, y,(x) = y(x), and uniformly on compact 
intervals. 
If x > t,, then 
where D, is an n x 1 vector independent of x. Clearly yn E L:(e, 6) and 
moreover 
Y,?(X) JY,(-~1 = 0; wi%x) Jvdx) D,. s > t ?I’ (4.8), 
By the same reasoning y,, E L:(a, e), and 
YXX) JY,,(.U) = C3v,*@> JWAX) CM, x < s,. (4-8f, 
If the limit point case prevails at s = b, then condition (3.3), tells us that 
(Y,TJYn)(x)+ 0, x--t 6. (4.9?h 
If, on the other hand, the limit circle case holds at x = b, then (2. l)h and 
(3.19), together imply 
Nothing (4.8),, we see that (4.9), holds in the limit circle case as well. These 
same arguments serve to show that 
(Y;l:JY,)(-Y) 4 0, x + a, (4.9)‘? 
whether limit point or limit circle occurs at x = a. 
Taking the equation Jy; = [JA + B] y,, + Af,, multiplying on the left by 
y,* and integrating by parts, we obtain 
y;Ay, = fd (y;Af,z - f;Ay,). 
-e -c 
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Making d + b, c + a and noting (4.9), and (4.9), , we see that 
(n-l) j-b y; Ay, = j-b (f,*Ay, - yZAf,J, 
-a -a 
which is the same as 
jbYrAyn=(Iml)-‘Imlbf,+AY,. 
a 0 
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, 
or equivalently 
Since y, -+ y and f,, + f uniformly on compact sets, Fatou’s Lemma implies 
[by*Ay<]ImA]P’ fbf*Af, 
-a “0 
and so y E L,:(a, b). This completes the proof of the lemma. 
5. WELL-POSED BOUNDARY PROBLEMS 
Here we show that the four possible boundary problems associated with 
(1.1) are well posed. At a limit point endpoint no condition will be set. At a 
limit circle point either (2.4), or (2.4), will be used. The four cases will be 
discussed in turn. Throughout we assume f E L:(a, b) and Im ,I# 0. 
Case I: limit point at x = a and x = b. The problem 
Jy’ = [&I + B] y + Af, y E L:(a, b), has the unique solution y = 3’f given by 
(4.2). 
Prooj Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 established everything except uniqueness. 
For the uniqueness it is enough to prove y = 0 when Jy’ = [AA + B] y, 
.1’ E L,i(a, b). By assumption on the number of independent square integrable 
solutions at the endpoints, and (3.6), and (3.6),, it must be that 
y(x) = ~&> c, = \Ilb(-‘1 ‘b 
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for certain 2n x 1 constant vectors C, and C,. This says 
Y(x, A) (m' 
a 
and so C, = C, and (mb- m,) C, = 0. Since mb - m, is nonsingular, we 
must have C, = C, = 0, or y = 0. 
Case II: limit circle at x = a and limit point at x = b. The problem 
’ Jy = [U + B j y + Af, y E L.:(a, b), and 
(Y;‘y)Ja) = L’. 
where L’ is an n x 1 vector, is uniquely solved by 
y(x) = yb(x. A)( Y; ’ yb); ‘(a) z’ + ) G(x, t, A) A(t) f(t) dt. (5.2), 
-a 
Proof: We show first that the term (Y;‘vb);‘(a) in (5.2), exists; i.e., 
that (Y;l~~)~(a) is invertible. By (3.7), 
where we have invoked the limit point condition (3.3),. Now by (2.1),, 
w&kb= (Y;lWb)*JtY;‘Wb)= (y;l~b):cyiL~bh - (Y;‘\Vb)?tY;lWb?l. If 
(Y; ‘\lr&(a) were not invertible, we could proceed as in (3.11) to conclude 
u*(ji~zA~~) u = 0 for some nonzero vector U, and this is impossible. 
Hence all terms in (5.2), are defined. 
Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 establish that y given by (5.2), satisfies (1.1) and 
y E L(a, b). And applying Y;‘(x) on the left of (5.2),, letting x+ a, and 
noting (4.4), proves that y satisfies (5.1),. 
There remains only to prove that if y E L:(a, b) satisfies (1.2) and (5.1),, 
then y = 0. But such a y must be of the form 
Y@> = WbtX) c 
since the columns of wb form a basis of solutions in L:(e, b). Multiplying by 
Y;‘(x) and letting x + a results in 0 = (Y;‘vb)?(a) c, which means that 
c = 0 since (Y;’ w,),(a) is invertible. 
To illustrate the theorem by an example consider the equation 
-(tJJ) = t-“2(/ly +f), 0 < t < co. For I= 0 and f =O, two linearly 
independent solutions are y,(t) = 1 and y2(t) = In t. Since 
.I‘; *-l/Z 1 yi(t)12 dt < 03 for i = 1, 2 and 1;” t-l!” / Jji(t)l’dt = co for i = 1, 2 
505/50.‘3-1 I 
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we see that our equation is in the limit circle case at x = 0 and is in the limit 
point case at x = co. Define the matrices 
Then if j”F tr”’ If(t)/‘dt < 03, j’r t-“’ 1 y(t)12dt < co and -t”‘(ty’)’ = 
2~1 +S, we have 
and hence existence of the limits 
B,(y) = F; [v(t) - t In ty’(t)], B,(y) = ‘,‘z ty’(t). 
The boundary condition (2.4), may be written 
A,(y)=!2 [Y;‘(t) (t:!;i,) 12=B,(y)sina+B2(y)cosa=0. 
By the theorem under this case, for each nonreal A, u E [0, rc) and 
fE L2(t-“2) (i.e., [,” L-“~ If(t dt < co), there is a unique y E L2(t-“2) 
such that 4’ and y are locally absolutely continuous (AC,,,) and 
-r”*(ty’)’ = y +f, 
A,‘(y) = 0. 
If we define L,(JJ) = -t”2(ty’)’ on the domain D, where 
D, = {y E L’(t-‘/*)I y,~ EAC,,,, t’!‘(tf)’ E L’(tr”‘), A,(y)= 0) 
then we have shown that the range of L, + iI is L*(t-‘!*). Since L, is 
densely defined and symmetric (an integration by parts), then L, is self- 
adjoint. A more detailed examination of the resolvent of L, - 11 and 
spectrum of L, would involve special functions to compute the solutions of 
L,JJ = 1~. This has been carried out by Krall in [ 131 for certain radial 
Hamiltonian operators. 
Case III: limit point at x = a and limit circle at x = b. The problem 
Jy’ * [AA + B] y + Af, y E L,i(a, b), and 
(Y,-Ly)l(b) = )y, (5-l)* 
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where w is an n x 1 vector, is uniquely solved by 
y(x) = yl,(x, l)(Y,-’ yrJ,(b) lb + 1” G(x, t,njA(tj f(t) dt. (52h 
-a 
The proof is identical to that of Case 11. 
Case II/: limit circle at x = a and x = 6. The problem Jy’ = 
\A‘4 + B] y + Af, y E L,i(a, b), 
(Y,‘y!,@) = a, (Y; ’ yMa) = 6, (5.3) 
where u = (z) is a 2n x 1 vector, is uniquely solved by 
y(.~) = Y(,r, ~) ~ - ‘u + I-D G(x, r, ~ j A(t) f(t) dt, 
-0 
(5.4) 
where 9 is the 2n x 2rz matrix 
I 
in which 
ProoJ: The first step is to prove 9 is invertible. Assume on the contrary 
that there is a vector w = (:y) # 0 such that 9w = 0, which is to say 
(5.5) 
By (3.7), and then (2.1), and (2.1),, 
w*((Lq Y*AY)w=w*[Y*JY]:w 
= w*(Y;‘ Y)“J(Y;’ Y)(b) w - w*(Y;’ Y):‘:J(Y;’ Y)(a) w. (5.7) 
The first term on the right of (5.7) is (we suppress the dependence on b) 
(w*,tG*) [;Z ;:I[; J[; $](;) 
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However, the first component of (5.5) is aw +pti = 0, and consequently 
(5.8) has the value 0. Use of the second component of (5.5) shows in the 
same way that the second term on the right of (5.7) also has value 0. This 
contradicts (1.3), and so 9 must be invertible. 
Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 again reveal that y in (5.4) satisfies the differential 
equation (1.1) and y E Lf, (a, b). By (4.4), , (4.4), , and the definition of 9, 
[ 
(C Y),(b) 
K’YM) 1 =~~-lu=u. 
Thus (5.3) holds. As for uniqueness, we only need to observe that if 
Jy’ = [ilA + B]y and if (5.3) with u = 0 holds for this y, then first 
y(x) = Y(X) c, for some 2n X 1 vector c, and consequently 
0 0 ( (JT’ Y),(b) 4b) P(b) = (Y,-‘y)&) 1 = ( p(a) S(a) 1 c =9c- 
This implies c = 0, since 9 is invertible, so y = 0. 
6. A-DEPENDENT BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
It is worth pointing out that the matrix formulation of boundary 
conditions in Section 2 can be adapted to cover the A-dependent Wronskian 
conditions used by Titchmarsh in [ 16, p. 3 l] (see also [2, p. 2461). 
We set 
We claim that Yab is nonsingular. In fact, Y&(X, ;I) JY,,(x. 1) is constant. 
Substituting x = e and noting Theorem 3.1(i), we calculate 
Yab(e, I>* J Yab(e, A> = 
0 ma- mb 
mb-m, 0 1 (6.1) 
and this is invertible by Theorem 3.l(iii). Since Yzb J Y,, constantly equals 
(6. l), one calculates 
YG’(X, n> = 
(mb - ma)-* Gb(x, I)* (m, - rnb)-l iyb(x, I)* 
(m, - m,)-‘$&, ii)* (m, - m,)-’ ty,(x, I)* * 1 (6’2) 
Here m, and mb stand for m,(A) and mb(A). 
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Let f E ,$(a, b) and Jy’ = [,&I + B] y + Af. If x = b is limit circle we set 
as a A-dependent boundary condition there 
while if x = a is limit circle we use the other component to require 
Since Yab is a fundamental matrix the proof that the limits (6.3), and (6.3), 
exist runs much as before in (2.3). 
From (6.2) we calculate 
Y;;(x, A) y(x) = 
I 
(~2~ - w~,)-~[$~(x, ~>*J’(x) - ~j/&, /zj*f(x)] 
(m, - mJ’[$Jx, ;ipy(x) - I//&, ;i,P?:(x)] 1 * (6.4j 
Therefore (6.3), and (6.3), reduce to Titchmarsh’s [ 16 ] A-dependent 
Wronskian conditions IV[ y, vb](b) = 0 at s = b and I%‘[)$, w,](a) = 0 at 
x = a (although Titchmarsh required in some cases that these conditions 
hold for nil nonreal A). 
The components of (6.4) apart from the factors involving m, and rnb: are 
qrc(x, 1) Jy(x) and w,*(x, IT) Jy(x), respectively. Therefore (6.3), and (6.31, 
are equivalent to the boundary conditions we studied in [lo], except that in 
[lo] they are seen to hold for all nonreal 1. In particular, the limits in (6.3), 
and (6.3), can be shown to exist even in limit point cases. 
Replacing (2.4), and (2.4), by (6.3), and (6.3),, one can develop the 
analysis of A-dependent boundary problems parallel to that of Sections 4-5. 
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